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WWPT Responds to S.G. Ultimatum
Director of the Drug Prevention Center Chyai Mulberg (left) and Dean of Student Services Henry 
Krell (right) present Estelle-Stacia Reitano with $100 check for winning the “Name the Program” Con­
test with her entry Kaleidoscope.
By Joan Hardy
News Editor
WWPT station manager, 
Darius Nemickas, has responded 
to the Student Government’s three 
point ultimatum required to be 
satisfied before budgeted funds are 
relinquished.
F irst, flyers have been 
distributed around the SHU com­
munity promoting the existence of 
WWPT. '
“We have designed a survey/ 
contest to give us as many ideas, 
opinions, and musical tastes of the 
students and faculty on campus,” 
said John DeVito, musical director 
of WWPT.
“The l(X)Oth request, or #10 on 
the 100th survey handed in will be 
the winner of $100’s worth of 
anything that has to do with music, 
CD’s, tapes, portable radios,” he 
continued.
The questionnaires will be 
handed in to the Spectrum office 
(S219) where they will be pro­
cessed.
Thtf contest will continue from 
Feb. 15th-Mar. 15th.
Following this, a contest to 
establish an official logo for 
WWPT will be conducted. Entry 
blanks should be handed in at Jef­
ferson House or the Spectrum.
DeVito, ‘The grand prize is $50, 
plus a tee shirt displaying the win­
ning logo design.”
“The money for these prizes 
comes from a WWPT fund-raiser, 
said Nemickas.
Second, the radio statibn has 
purchased a volume control,
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By Joan Hardy
News Editor
SHU Dean of Graduate Studies 
and Continuing Education, Dr. 
Richard Farmer plans to open 
additional learning centers off- 
campus, and offer more courses 
and programs at existing satellites.
Presently there are off-campus 
centers at Westhill High School, 
Stamford, Lisbon Learning 
Center, VA Medical Center, 
Northport, Long Island, and 
Emmett O’Brien Regional High 
School, Ansonia.
Classes opened with 19 students
in Sept. 1989, with Dr. Barbara 
Zuffa as director of the SHU 
Valley Learning Center at Emmett 
O’Brien Tech. By Jan. 1990, 
registration was at 59.
Zuffa commented, “Our goal for 
Sept. 1990 is 80 students.”
“I have developed a close rela­
tionship with every student. By 
projecting a good image of SHU, 
and communicating with these 
students, we have fostered a good 
relationship,” said Zuffa.
She continued, “And by word of 
mouth, others have called and 
entered our program.”
“We have been working com­
panies in the Valley, and visiting
. . . .
with priests. The Catholic Chur­
ches have been very supportive,” 
added Zuffa.
As a speaker at Rotary Club and 
Chamber of Commerce, Zuffa 
eommented, “We offer a good 
quality education, right in your 
own backyard.”
Rdmolo Tedeschi, president of 
the Ansonia Chamber of Com­
merce has been a “driving force” in 
attracting SHU to the Valley.
Tedeschi said, “We expect the 
Learning Center to help the 
quality of our business community 
and hope that the accessibility will 
be an added incentive for area 
residents to enroll in classes.”
irience Growth
Elaine Patrick, a student at the 
SHU Valley Learning Center and 
resident of Beacon Falls, said, “I 
live only 15 minutes away from 
Emmett O’Brien. I might not have 
been inclined to go back to school 
if courses hadn’t been offered 
nearby.”
Amy Ellis, another satellite 
enrolee living in Derby, com­
mented, “When I heard this past 
summer through a friend that 
SHU was opening a center only 
five minutes from my house, I 
hoped to find a eourse that would 
fu lfill one of my degree 
requirements and did.”
A mother of one of the students 
said, “Being a satellite in the Valley 
it’s kind of a hometown university. 
It’s neighborly and exciting for the 
area residents.
There is a SHU program called 
“17/62” which allows qualified 
high school seniors, and senior 
citizens to enroll in undergraduate 
introductory courses at a reduced 
fee.
This fell, additional courses will 
be offered, and those interested 
may inquire at the Continuing Ed. 
office, located in the Academic 
Center.
Cernera Contract Extended Through 1995
The Board of Trustees of Sacred 
Heart University has extended its 
agreem ent with President 
Anthony J. Cernera through 1995, 
Bishop Edward M. Egan of the 
Diocese of Bridgeport, chairman, 
announced Feb. 5th.
Cernera, 39, was named presi­
dent of SHU in May 1988. At that 
time, his contract with the Univer­
sity was for three years, through 
1991.
In making Monday’s announe- 
ment, Egan praised Cernera as “a 
visionary, an outstanding educator 
and a fundamental reason why we 
have great confidence that Sacred 
Heart University will expand its 
contributions in the area of educa­
tion in the 1990s and beyond.”
Egan cited the progress SHU 
has made in prudently managing 
its finances and in developing an 
ambitious strategic plan as two 
examples of important contribu­
tions Cernera has made at the
University since becoming its 
president.
“I am delighted that the Board of 
Trustees has voted to extend my 
eontract,” says Cernera. “This 
endorsement fits into my desire to 
be here for a long time and bring 
our Strategic Plan into fruition.
“My commitment to. Sacred 
Heart University grows daily,” 
added Cernera. “I am excited 
about the potential growth planned 
for Sacred Heart Univeristy and 
am pleased to be part of that 
growth.”
Cernera served six years as Vice 
President for College Advance­
ment at M arist College in 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. prior to 
assuming his post at Sacred Heart 
University.
Cernera-has written and lec­
tured on various social issues, 
including world hunger, global 
security and rural development, as 
well as areas of contemporary 
theology and spirituality.
An advocate of community 
development, C ernera is a 
member of the board of directors 
of the United Way of Eastern Fair- 
field County, the Bridgeport Area 
Foundation and the Hall 
Neighborhood House, Inc. He is 
also a member of the Executive 
Committee of the Connecticut 
Conference of Independent 
Colleges.
Cernera is also a member of the 
Justice and Peace Education Com­
mittee of the Association of 
Catholic Cdleges and Universities 
and the United States Catholic 
Conference Committee on Educa­
tion as well as a member of the 
Board of Directors for the Astor 
Home for Children of the 
Archdiocese of New York and 
Mount St. Michael Academy of 
the Bronx.
Cernera earned his Ph.D. in 
Theology at Fordham University 
(1987). Anthony J. Cernera
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NEWS BRIEFSn Six Car Accident at SHU
K cuhc-Y ou’re the W inner
Congratulations! You are the winner of Spectrum’s 2nd Annual 
Valentine’s Day Personal Contest. Please come to S219 or call 
371-7966 to pick up your prize of two movie tickets; ask for Funda 
Alp, coordinator of this year’s “personal campaign.”
In case ourreaders^re stifl wondering what the winning per­
sonal says, or what language it’s in—it’s English but written 
backwards.
Spectrum thanks the SHU community for their interest and sup­
port. We look forward to doing this again next year.
Gallery Gala to BeneHt Plohn
A Mardi Gras ball to benefit Sacred Heart University’s new 
Charles Plohn Gallery will take place Saturday, Feb. 24 at The 
Inn at Longshore in Westport, beginning at 7 p.m.
The black tie, $250-per-ticket ball is being arranged by Mrs. 
Charles Plohn Sr. of Westport, whose generosity led to the crea­
tion of the art gallery on the SHU campus. The gallery is named 
in honor of her late husband, who was a stockbroker and art col­
lector.
Entertainment will be provided by Le Masquerade, an inter­
nationally known group which has performed for such show 
business giants as Frank Sinatra, Mary ly ier Moore and Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr., and for such political figures as Mario Cuomo, 
Andrew Stein and Ed Koch.
The Plohn Gallery, which opened last October, is currently 
featuring the annual SHU Faculty Art Exhibit, which runs 
through Feb. 28. The gallery is open from noon to 8 p.m., Mon­
day through Thursday.
For information about the Mardi Gras, call Drew Gagner in 
the Institutional Advancement office at 371-7860.
Workshop on Assertiveness Training for Women
Vicki Boudin^ a counselor with the Fairfield Center 
for Counseling and Psychotherapy, will lead a lecture/workshop 
on “Assertiveness Training for Women,” under the sponsorship 
of the Univeristy Center for Women, today from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
in the Faculty Lounge. The workshop, one of a number of pro­
grams being offered this spring by the Center on health, personal 
choices, entrepreneurial opportunities, is free and open to the 
public. For additional information, contact the Women’s Center, 
•*37V7845.
Keeling Speaks on Health
Don’t miss “Students, Sex, and Health for the 90’s”- a  presen­
tation to be given by Dr. Richard Keeling TODAY at 11 a.m. in 
Chubby’s Lounge. Dr. Keeling, past president of the American 
College Health Association and current chair of the ACHA AIDS 
Force, will be including information about the role of advertis­
ing in the spread of disease. Dean Bozzone has described Keel­
ing as the “most pointed and relevant speaker I’ve heard on the 
topic.”
After the program anyone is welcome to bring a lunch and join 
Dr. Keeling for an informal gathering in the Faculty/Staff Dining 
Room.
And You Thought It Was Just Books
Today between 11:00 a.m. and 12 noon theUibrary staff will 
conduct a special orientation to services specifically designed for 
faculty.
The reference, circulation, and lower-level staffs will be presen­
ting information ranging from research assistance, to the 
automated circulation system, to ordering periodicals. The 
presentations will be informal, faculty members are encouraged 
to use this opportunity to express their needs to the library per­
sonnel.
New Trustees Named
At the December 12 meeting of the Board of Trustee, three new 
trustees were elected. They are Dean P. Gestal, William J. Kelly 
and Christopher K. McLeod.
Mr. Gestal, of Greenwich, has substantial experience in finan- 
ciaal markets. Recently he retired from Glickenhaus & Company, 
New York, where he was a general partner and in charge of their 
fixed income securities operation.
Mr. Kelly, of Bridgeport, is vice president and general manager 
of the Barnes Engineering Division of EDO Corporation, Shelton. 
In this capacity, he has overall responsibility for all operations 
of the division with emphasis on marketing and manufacturing.
Mr. McLeod, of Stamford, is President of CUC International, 
Inc. of Stamford. His considerable experience in business includes 
senior management responsibility for operations manufacturing 
and merchandising.
These three distinguished businessmen bring to the Board of 
Trustees substantial experience in management, operations, 
marketing and merchandising. Their addition will expand the 
Board’s ability to deal with a variety of important issues as we 
address the immediate and long-term future.
J iT
Funda Alp
Associate Editor
A six car accident occured in the 
South parking lot last Thursday, 
Feb. 8, at 2:01 p.m. when Matthew 
Cooney was pulling out of his park­
ing spot and struck Dianette Ber- 
nacet’s vehicle. Both are students at 
Sacred Heart. The impact caused 
Bemacet to loose control and hit a 
third and fourth car which began a 
chain reaction—car number four
slammed into car number five 
which in turn slammed into car 
number six. The third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth cars were unoccupied at 
the time of the accident. They 
belonged to students Jennifer 
Friend, Irene Alves, Scott 
Applely, and Peter Hynes, respec­
tively. No injuries were reported. 
_ State Police Sergeant Daan Steb- 
bins was the only witness noted on 
the police report, filed by Fairfield 
Police department. According to 
the report, Coon^ was found to be
at feiilt. The investigating officer 
was patrolman James D. Petrino.
Paul McCormick, Director of 
Security, claimed that car accidents 
occur on campus on the average of 
about one every three to four 
weeks, but he classified this one as 
a “rarity” since most accidents 
involve only two cars. He stated, 
“Most accidents happen as a result 
of someone pulling out of a park­
ing spot or cutting through the 
parking stalls and not seeing a 
second car coming.”
Campus Saddened By Loss of Bonilla
Robert Bonilla, a SHU student 
died suddenly in his home on Feb. 
6, 1990. The 20 year old 
sophomore began his career at 
SHU in Sept, of 1987 and was 
m ajoring in Business 
Administration.
Bonilla, a Bridgeport resident 
graduated from Central Magnet 
High School. He has been 
employed at G. Fox as a stock 
cleric foF-tlie past two^years.-Me* 
was once a m em ber o f La 
Hispanidad and an arts and enter-
R08ERT BONILL.A
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“We are taking care of this on 
Dur own, since we will be paying 
for it. The money comes from the 
fund raiser,” he continued.
According to Nemickas, “A time 
schedule will be regulated from 
Jefferson House. We will be able 
vhich will be installed in the radio 
Dooth at Jefferson House. “We
ixpect delivery by the end of the 
jveek,” stated Nemickas. 
to shut off the sound at night. The 
cafeteria will be totally shut off.”
“We will be looking to improve 
the sound in the cafeteria. It will 
be in conjunction with the 
administration,” he said.
Third, “The tower in Westport 
supports the Fire Dept., the Police 
Dept, and WWPT,” said 
Nemickas.
tainment writer for the Spectrum.
According to friends, he also 
expressed an interest in becoming 
a D.J.
Funeral services took place at 
the Church of Christ Assembly of 
God in Bridgeport last Thursday 
and Friday. He was laid to rest on 
Saturday in the St. Michael’s 
Garden Mausoleum.
The Spectrum staff wishes to
the family and friends of Robert 
Bonilla.
“We are waiting for Motorola 
Corp., who is charge of com­
m unications in Westport. 
Motorola will make a proposal for 
a single tower carrying three 
antennae to the Planning and Zon­
ing Commission,” he added.
“As soon as we know this, we 
can inform Student Government,” 
Nemickas concluded.
CAFE
Thursday, Feb. 15
BLUE STEEL
« Rhythm & Blues/Rock & Roll — No Cover 
Friday, Feb. 16
DUDA BAND
With Walter Duda. Band members have worked with such major acts as Paula Abdul,
Edgar Winter & Steve Windood
Saturday, Feb. 17
IN TRANSITION
Grateful Dead Copy Band 
Sunday, Feb. 18
SNIFFLES ORCHESTRA
Rock & Roll. Open 2 p.m. till 1 a.m.
Monday, Feb. 19 
50C DRAFTS 500 HOT DOGS
Rock & Roll. No Cover.
B AN D S WANTED -  CALL FOR A N  AUDITION
^  3425 Fairfield Ave. Bpt./Ffid. Line 366-2219<K
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FILL OUT THIS SURVEY
Your entry could win a prize worth $100
TO THE STUDENTS 
AND FACULTY OF SHU:
We the officers of 90.3 WWPT 
are faced with a problem. As you 
know we are attempting to 
establish an organization on 
campus that will benefit not only 
the students of SHU, but the entire 
University. In order to do this we 
must know the ideas, opinions and 
musical tastes of all the student 
and faculty on campus. We have 
designed this survey/contest to 
hopefully give us the most infor­
mation from as many people as 
possible. A completed survey is 
your entry into not only our hearts 
over here at 90.3 but our contest as 
well. The rules are simple: Fill out 
the survey in its entirety, give us 
your 10 requests and the time you 
would like to hear them, fill our 
your name, etc. and you are in! 
The 1000th request, (or #M) on the 
l(X)th survey handed in and you 
are the winner of the prize of your 
choice (LIMIT $100. You may pick 
anything that has to do with music 
and or radio — CD’s, tapes, por­
table radios, whatever -  it’s your 
choice. Just as soon as you finish 
the questionnaire, hand it in to the 
Spectrum office, S219 in the 
Academic Building. A box has 
been set up so that you can drop 
them off. The deadline is Thurs­
day, March 15th. It is vital that 
your name, address and telephone 
number appear on your entry
“  - -  f o t r t V :  -  ■ —  -
Thank you and Good Luck! 
John DeVito 
WWPT Music Director
WWPT M usic Survey/Contest
1. To what part of the SHU family do you belong? 
(circle one)
A. Full-time student C  faculty
B. Part-time student Dl o th e r_________________
2. W hat hours do you spend in the SHU cafeteria? 
(circle all applicable)
A. 9 a.m.-U a.m .
___________  B. U a.m .-l p.m.
C  1 p.m.-3 p.m.
D. 3 p.m.-5 p.m.
3. I f  you had a choice, which would you prefer doing?
A. Listening to music B. Reading a book
4. List your five (5) favorite groups or musicians.
5. List your 10 favorite songs.
d. W hat type of music do you listen to most often?
Please m ark four (1) being most often and (4) being least often.
------ Classical  Blues  Easy listening
. Dance    Rap
E. 5 p.m.-7 p.m.
F. 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
G. Spend less than an hour cumulative
H. never spend time in cafeteria
. Classical Rock
Alternative . O th e r .
please specify
7. W hat is your main “beeP  or complaint with the overall performance of WWPT?
(circle one) 
Good Excellent
8. In your opinion, the overall sound quality in the cafeteria is:
Poor Below Average. Average Above Average
9. WWPT is in its first year of operation at SHU and we are eager for your comments. Please 
list two (2) suggestions you feel can help us.
10. Alright now -This is the one everybody has been waiting for. The first official money/prize 
giveaway we over here at WWPT have designed to give you the most for your time and effort. 
Pts explained in the letter, all you have to do is give 10 requests that you want to hear and the 
time that you want to hear them and you are a contender. I t’s as easy as that.
Requests: 1.
2.
"IF YOU NEED TO WORK TO 
OET THROUOH SGHOOLp 
YOU NEED TO SEE UPS."
“I need two things to get through school: 
good grades and money. I can take care of 
the first all by myself, and UPS is helping 
metakeqpreofthe second. They gave me 
a part-time job that really pays.
“I make almost $7,000 a year for work­
ing about 4 hours a day, 5 days a week. But 
get this, UPS has tuition reimbursement 
up to $6,000 per year. And I ’m eligible for 
a student ioan of up to $25,000 per 
year. Compare that anywhere else. I also 
have my choice of scheduies—mornings, 
afternoons or nights. My work hours fit 
around my class hours. And If that wasn’t 
enough, U PS offers exceiient benefits 
including medicai coverage, paid 
holidays, and paid vacations.
“No other company offers more to 
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get what 
you need to get your diploma.”
UPS will be outside the cafeteria on 
February 20, from 10am-2pm. For fur­
ther information on UPS locations nearest 
you, please call 1-800-842-8651. We are 
an equal opportunity employer.
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
To all th e  people who think the press gop 
too far sometimes, consider the alternative.
75 learn more about the role o f a 
Five Press and how it protects your 
rights, call the First Amendment 
Center at 1-800-542-1600.
If the press 
didn’t tell us, 
who would?
\  public service message of The Ad Council and The Society i>f Professional Journalists
When you want it typed your w a y . . .
W O R D  F O R  W O R D
Term PaperS/ Theses, Resumes, Dissertations, 
Special ftojects. . .  Expedite Work Welcome!
M arietta Stone — 333-2926
Word Processing Done The Right Way
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Game Room  
Still Closed
Huh?
The game room closed weeks ago due primarily to 
malicious vandalism to the video games and pinball 
machines. Student Government announced that the date for 
re-opening would be Jan. 29. The doors did open, but not 
to Croffy’s the game room, but Croffy’s the TV lounge. A 
game room would have games. Croffy’s has none.
At the same time of the re-opening, SG announced that 
there would be restricted hours and SG representatives 
would begin to “pop in when they went by” to check on 
things. To check on what? If the ashtrays had been emptied? 
The only thing left adjacent to the pool table room is a 
couch and a color TV and of course ashtrays.
Students must be wondering when, if ever, there will be 
games coming in. If there is a problem in locating a 
reputable vendor, SG has the obligation to inform the 
students of the delay and the circumstances behind it by 
posting memos on the doors of the game room or possibly 
submitting an announcement/update to the Spectrum. Let’s 
show some action and get this matter resolved.
.. .A Jukebox?
At Tuesday’s SG meeting a suggestion was made to pur­
chase a jukebox for Croffy’s. How long do you think it will 
take a vandal to damage or rig that machine? Sure, it will 
add to the atmosphere, but what happens when the students 
get tired of listening to the same songs? Will SG appoint 
some Music Controller to replenish the box with new 
songs every few weeks? Hey, wait a minute, we haven’t even 
solved the first problem!
Let’s concentrate on the matter at hand. Video games, 
pinball machines is all we want right now. Forget the 
jukebox.
EDITORIAL POLICY: The opinions expressed on the editorial 
page(s), whether in signed columns or letters to the editor, are 
solely those of the authors. Unsigned editorials appearing in 
the far left column of the first editorial page represent the 
majority opinion of Spectrum Editorial Board. Typed, double­
spaced guest columns and letters to the editor are welcomed 
and encouraged. All are subject to editing for spelling, gram­
mar, punctuation and clarity. Letters to the editor should not 
exceed 350 words and will be considered on a space available- 
basis. All submissions are reviewed by the Editorial Board and 
final decisions are made by the Editor-in-Chief.
Spectrum is a student newspaper of Sacred Heart Univer­
sity. It is published every Thursday during the academic year. 
Spectrum  office is located in the Academic Building, room 
S219. The phone number is (203) 371-7963. All mail is to be 
sent to Sacred Heart University d o  Spectmm, 5151 Park Ave., 
Fairfield, Connecticut 06432-1023. Spectrum believes all adver­
tising to be correct but cannot guarantee its accuracy. Deadline 
is (9) days prior to publication. For information call (203) 
371-7966.
THIi WlUTFJrS BIXICK
There will be no great insights 
in this week’s column. There isn’t 
much happening on campus and I 
just can’t think of anything funny 
to say about world events so I’ll 
give a bit of personal Mike Cham­
pagne advice and drivel to my 
loyal followers and worshippers— 
both of you.
Like many people, I have a pet. 
And although the true ownership 
of this pet—a cat—is in question, 
there are some observations I can 
safely say belong to myself and to 
which you might relate.
I will explain my consternation 
over the issue of ownership after 
a bit of background and although 
I run the risk of being labeled a 
socially unacceptable individual 
when I reveal this, without the 
revelation it’s a moot point.
I live at home. “So what,” you 
say, “I live at home too.” That may 
be tme, but you didn’t just make 
that announcement to the entire 
population here at SHU. And the 
really hard part to admit—in 
print—is that my parents are some 
of the best people I know They’re 
not exactly pillars of the com­
munity but they are at least good 
supporting posts. Much better 
than 2”x4”s and even 4”x4”s. Why,
By Michael Champagne
Columnist
I might even say they’re as good as 
6”x6” oak beams, and twice as 
smart. Anyway...
This home used to be ruled, 
years ago, by a dog named Spot. 
Hey! I know it’s a dumb name for 
a dog, not the most original name 
on earth, but you can’t pin it on 
me; I was only one year old when 
got her and possessing a rather 
limited vocabulary. So after 17 
years, when old Spot went to that 
hydrant in the sky. Mom and Dad 
decided to not get a replacement 
pooch.
When I moved back—that’s 
right, I moved back home: it’s a 
handy way to save some money 
while the s chool rakes me over a 
hot-bed of financial coals—I had 
a pet of my own, a cat, which my 
parents were gracious enough to 
accept.
We lost him and his replacement 
(it sounds callous but isn’t meant 
to be. If you want the whole story, 
ask me) within weeks of each 
other. Now, I won’t make any 
bad—and obviously racial—jokes 
about Oriental restaurants but I 
suspect that someone was doing 
something bad to these cats.
We now have Peeper, who was 
also not named by me. I wanted to 
go with China because she 
relieved herself 20 minutes after 
her arrival under the china 
cabinet, so it ju st seemed 
appropriate. A concession was 
reached on Peeper because I 
couldn’t bear the thought of call­
ing any living creature Muffin.
Peeper does all the things one 
would expect a cat to do. She claws
the furniture, uses anyone as a 
human climbing-post, barfs when 
she wants to (cats have an amazing 
ability to vomit at will — usually 
when company is present) and 
ignores the many expensive cat- 
toys we purchased for her amuse­
ment. I’ve found that, dollar-for- 
dollar, your best bet for a cat-toy
- The
small size of the page and variety 
of ways to rumple it into a ball con­
sistently get the cats attention in a 
way that could be likened to 
addiction.
The ghost of Spot surely roams 
our house for Peeper enjoys many 
of the same habits the dog had. 
Neither of them showed any 
interest in fetching a newspaper, 
slippers, sticks, mail, balls, or 
beer. Both of them, however, 
really loved drinking from the 
commode. It doesn’t matter that 
fresh water is placed in a clean 
bowl on the floor twice a day. 
Toilet water must just taste better 
to these beasts. Go figure.
Oh, the ownership th ing.. .The 
cat is mine, all mine, when it’s 
feeding and cleaning time. Also 
when a plant has been destroyed 
she seems to be my cat exclusively. 
But at night an amazing transfor­
mation takes place. The cat is 
wisked up in the arms of one of my 
retiring parents, taken upstairs to 
their room and closed in for the 
night with them “because she likes 
sleeping with us.” In light of this I 
thought perhaps we could rename 
the cat Sakarov. Do you think she’d 
mind?
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, Welcome, all you love-birds out 
in college-land, t’is the Valentine’s 
issue of the Spectrum, as if you 
didn’t know. And as always, the
What’s Going On
By Matt Harlow
Columnist
Spectrum has published its annual 
Spectrum personals. This is your 
chance to tell that “special 
someone” how you really feel. 
Y’know, in public.
What? You mean to tell me you 
didn’t put a personal in? Don’t tell 
me you were one of those people 
who stuttered and stammered 
through a lame excuse. When I 
was giving out the personal sheets, 
I received a lot of negative vibes 
about the subject. And y’know, I 
didn’t get one valid'excuse for not 
filling one out. Here are some
responses to these pitiful turn­
downs. Maybe you will see yours 
listed and feel guilty.
1. “I don’t have a girl/boyfriend.” 
C’mon. They aren’t taken until 
they’re wearing a wedding band. 
And even then, haven’t you ever 
heard of a fantasy?”
2. “I don’t want this fantasy per­
son to know.” So use code. For 
example:
Snugglebear,
I have had a crush on you since
French class. Give me a call.
—Toodles
I admit it sounds corny. This 
was an example, okay?
3. “I couldn’t find a sign-up 
sheet.” This is no excuse. The 
sheets have been posted 
everywhere. They’ve been 
spreading like a virus. All you 
have to do is take one down, fill it 
out, and submit it to the Spectrum, 
and for two bucks, we’ll print it.
4. “I have to pay for it?” Well, 
you see, printers don’t work for 
free, s o . ..
5. “I’ll do one tomorrow.” Yeah, 
right.
6. “I don’t have the money on me 
right now.” In some cases, the 
Spectrum would be lenient. After 
all, we know where you go to 
school.
7. “My boy/girlfriend and I 
know we love each other.” You’re
sure about this? Well, I have some 
pictures...
8. “I already did one.” Take two, 
they’re small.
9. I just broke up with my 
boy/girlfriend.” So? Now you’re 
available! Announce it to the 
world!
10. “The person I love doesn’t go 
to Sacred Heart.” Lame. Yes, boys 
and girls, it is possible to take the 
Spectrum off campus without it 
self-destructing. Spectrum per­
sonals make great gifts (partly 
because they’re free).
So, to all those who weren’t 
bashful, shy, cheap, egotistical, 
under-confident, or depressed, 
those who chose to announce their 
love (or look for one), the Spec­
trum thanks you.
By the way, does anyone want to 
go to the semi-formal?
Letters
R egistrar’s Pre-paym ent 
Plan N eeds To Go
To the Editor:
I was completely prepared for 
pre-registration last December. I 
had met with my advisor and 
selected the classes I would be tak­
ing. Now, it was just a matter of 
letting the Registrar’s Office know 
my choices. This was the last thing 
to do to complete the registration 
ritual.
I had been both anxious and 
glad to sign-up for my spring 
classes until I discovered a bulletin 
_j)osted by the Registrar’s Office. It 
read that the first payment of the 
five-payment-plan had to be paid 
on the first day of pre-registration. 
At that point, my enthusiasm 
changed to disgust.
To tell students who haven’t even 
completed their fall semester 
payments that now with only a five 
day notice that they must somehow 
come up with an additional $7(K) 
or $800 by Monday if they wanted 
their choice classes, was not only 
beyond my belief, but downright 
criminal.
I could not make the payment 
and immediately ran to'Student 
accounts. I argued that I couldn’t 
come up with the money in only
five days. Getting no sympathy, I 
pointed out that I should be given 
some exception to this new rule 
since I was an honors students 
with an impeccable financial 
record who was also receiving 
scholarship money from the 
university. Shouldn’t past records 
count for something? Obviously 
not.
I find it hard to believe that so 
many students took this new policy 
lying down. I heard many com­
plaints, moans and groans about 
this injustice, bvlt I didn’t see any 
direct action taken by the students.
It’s time the financial depart­
ment here at SHU stopped treating 
its students like second-class 
citizens. This university needs to 
realize the financial realities of its 
students and stop making demands 
upon us that for most, cannot be 
met.
I for one will not take this lying 
down. Will you?
Catherine Gingerella
Suggestions for  
Student Center
To the Editor:
A new student activities center 
on campus! Imagine a place where 
students could and socialize.
Such a center should include a 
room where students could 
workout using weights and exer­
cise machines. A student who is in 
better shape physically will feel 
better about himself and has a
healthier outlook on life.
The new student center also 
should have a game room with 
pool and ping pong tables, as well 
as a room with a giant screen TV 
for viewing the Stanley Cup, 
World Series, Superbowl, and 
other special events.
The student center could house 
offices for student government and 
a meeting room to be used by
SHU’s clubs and organizations. 
And what about a lounge where 
students could socialize and enjoy 
a cold beer?
Students need a place where 
they can meet to help one another, 
discuss problems and concerns, or 
just to relax.
A new student center would 
meet these needs.
Tim Dunn
The Student Voice
by Angie and Christa
“Do you feel that the recent release of Nelson Mandela will finally
Kevin Gill 
Junior
Business Management
“No. I don’t think his release will 
solve the racial problems of South 
Africa. The apartheid system has been 
in place too long for it to be abolished 
with the release of ,one prominent 
politician.”
put an end to
Ivan Mikolic
Sophomore
History
“Nelson Mandela’s release from 
imprisonment will not bring an end to 
racial tensions in South Africa, but I 
feel it’s a great first step towards an end 
to apartheid.”
racial tension in
Lucy Vicencio 
Freshman
Business Management
“No. Because he is free to mobilize 
the forces against the DeKlerk govern­
ment.”
South Africa?”
Haddy Lamin
Junior
Accounting
“Yes, I think so because Mandela is 
the brain behind the Anti-Apartheid 
movement in South Africa. Now that 
he is released there will be progress 
through negotiations initiated by him 
to ease racial tension.”
Claudine DeFeo
Freshman
Psychology
“I don’t think so. He will stir up the* 
racial tension in that country.”
P.N.
I trust you, belive me!! And you?? (No 
games) Happy Valentine's D ^ !  ^
Love always, J.L.
_
To the Fox,
You’re a hard habit to break. Thinking of you, 
April
Amy,
I couldn’t buy you a Valentine’s Day card so I 
hope this will do. Hapj:^ Valentine’s Dso'* 
Andy
Rich,
I love you for being the most important part 
of my life. It’s as if I were a dove let loose I 
would a lw ^s fly to you. Without you I’m 
lonely and lost. I need you hon^,
Tina
P.S. No one can compare
Kevin,
There’s something special in your eyes, that 
makes me feel so good inside. There’s 
something special in your smile whenever you 
say “Hi.” Your words are kind, your thoughts 
are sweet. You never quit when met with 
defeat. In my life, from beginning to end, I 
want you to know you will always be, my 
special friend.
Wayne M. Leon,
A special message for a special person. Roses 
are red violets are blue last month was the 
time I forgot!! about you. Happy Valentine’s 
Day,
A real nice girl
Alice, oh Alice,
My A.C. of mind, I see that lust in your ^ e s . 
m  meet you at the Starlight Motel at nine. 
P.F.
To Doo Doo,
\b u ’re cheap and nasty, 
but we love you anway.
Tango, Cash and m e.
Jen,
Happy when I’m with you.
Let’s be together!!!!!!!!
Don’t w orry.. .TRUST ME!!!!
Love, Pete
John,
You are a HOT RT student!!!! I have been 
admiring you since September. Your dimples 
are adorable. Let’s study anatomy together!!! 
Love, “Florence N.”
Jim Bruno
The Marriott is booked this weekend. Don’t 
worry though—I still owe you and will make 
it up to you — someday.
Jim,
If you don’t think I’m serious, you’re wrong. 
Give me the one chance and I’ll prove it to 
you.
I love you. . .  I want you. . .  I miss you. Your 
blue eyes drive me crazy. You’re cute, sexy, 
and attractive. I’d like to take you to the 
beach. Let’s face it, you’re all I need. But 
you’re married, take my anyway.
The Gambler
Jen
Just remember the green stuff, and don’t 
forget the squeak or the phone!
Love, Jack
Funda,
Send me some more love candy. 
Andy
S.W.
Happy Valentine’s Day. This brief message is 
just a part of how I feel about you. “I’ll give 
you the other part when we’re alone.”
E.M.
Tina,
I think of you every day, I think of you in 
every way. I love you so much and I have to 
say, will you be my Valentine?? Kissy, kissy. 
From your Ritchie
D.T.
Let’s clip toenails together.
Me
Booga, Booga,
Is YOUR telephone broken?
Alice XOXO
Lorin and Brian,
You two are the greatest. Don’t forget the 
“Dead Ends” because “caring is sharing.” 
HapK' ’Valentine’s D ^ . We love you guys and 
Remember—“Lick ’um clean.”
Lots of love, Liz and Kristen
Thomas K.
Thanx for always making me smile. 
, Love, your “little girl.”
Gonz,
The w ^  she flips her hips and tosses her 
torso, she has to be sin to be appreciated. 
Joe Viv
To M.R.
1 wouldn’t take you to a dogfight, even if 1 
thought you could win!
Spanky Wanky
To Tony D.
Just remember—the mosquito that buzzes the 
loudest gets swatted first.
Chucldes
To B.V.G.
Roses are red, violets are blue, you got cafe 
food free and if you know who finds out 
you’ll be in lots of dog poo!! Happy V.D. 
Love always, J.A.R.
City boy.
Happy Valentine’s Day to my dirty dancing 
partner, 
xo Country girl
Dear Sweetheart
I love you and I love my gu itar.. .However; 
rd  rather pick your g-string instead.
Love, Brownie
To Jen, Kim and Kim,
If it’s long, if it’s in hard and it’s in deep, then 
it’s in decent!!
Love Jack
To Mikey Fed,
Roses are red and friends are true blue. 
Whenever you need me Fll always be here for 
you.
Love, Batgirl
W^ne,
you have made me so hapi^ for the past 2 
years. There is no one in this world that could 
ever compare to you because guys like you 
only come around once in a lifetime. I am so 
grateful that it’s me who got the chance to 
love you. You mean more to me than words 
could ever express. Happy VWentine’s Day, 
Baby.
Love alw ^s, Pamela
Dear Lissette,
My heart is Ita lian .. .But my kisses to you 
are in French. Be my Valentine forever.
Je t’aime, Steven
Rudy,
Happy Valentine’s Day! 1 can’t believe it’s been 
2 years—it seems like Jimmy’s was just 
yesterday.
Love, Me
Melanie and Linda,
Thanx for being there when I needed ya! You 
two putzes are sweethearts of friends. Happy 
Valentine’s Day.
Love, Aretha
Hey—
How bout the guy in the bookstore! Your 
royal toddliness are you really, mas grande!
We want to know! Linda will you roam for me 
sometime! Hey Ron, How’s that hotdog doing 
Melanie #1 Linda #2 Kate #3 Melanie #1
K. J. Phillips,
Time flies when you’re having fun, I heard 
somebody say but if all Fve been is fun then 
it’s time for me to go my own way. Don’t want 
to be your second choice; don’t want to be just 
your friend. Now I guess you made your 
choice so throw it ail away!!??
Lincoln,
You’re a cold hearted snake and when I look 
into your eyes I can see you’re telling lies. 
You’re played your last game, now there’s 
something you should know, “I’m not a sucker 
baby, cause your nose is growing PINOC- 
CHIO!!”
Kevin,
I’m taking a chance caring for you. I know it, 
and it scares me, but it won’t stop me, 
because you intrigue me. You’re lucky I like 
your eyes, for they make up for your all too 
many lies. I would like to be able to talk to 
you. I am very patient. I would really like it if 
we could be friends. Give me a chance and I 
promise you won’t be sorry. Don’t 
underestimate me!
Emmett III,
Hi Hunnie, Happy Valentine’s Day. Love you, 
B. Butt
L . B.
Roses are red the sky is blue, you’re 
extremely hot and I want you.
An Admirer.
To Sharon, ^
You are special and the time we’ve spent 
together means a lot to me.
Love always, Donny
Tom C.
I miss our Thurs. nights. They were a blast 
and you know why. Always rem em ber.. .our 
great times in the stockroom, my parties, the 
damaged sticker, the one way street, the night 
I drove your car and lots of rum with no coke. 
Happy Valentine’s Day.
Luv ya lots. C.C.
Re-Pete,
Why don’t you forget all those other giris, 
when you can have me. How ’bout Friday. 
338-1070 —Hurry!
To Biff, Darling, we must meet at the yacht 
club soon. I am so desperately waiting for 
you. I must see you darling.
Love ya, Steffie Darling
David D.
To the sweetest guy I know—Thanks for filling 
my life with happiness by just being you 
honey. Happy Valentine’s Day.
I love you —Missy L.
d ' d .
To buck you is to love you. You arouse me 
deeply—and satisfy me totally!-
M.L.
Dear Alisha M.
Every time I see you, good things are sent nty 
way. So I just want to tell you. Happy Valen­
tine’s Day!
Love, The Shocker
To my friend who parts his pair on the side.  ^
Shake this house. Happy Birthd^.
To: Calvin
From: Susie Derkins. Happ^ Valentine’s Day 
Baloney Brain! (just joking: Have a good one)
From: Booga To: Booga,
Happy Valentine’s Day. Don’t forget what time 
the pharmacy closes.
Love, Booga
Kank,
I love you more than eating and shopping put 
together. You’re all I need.
Ybur Wien.
P.S. Meet ’cha in the van!!
L . D.
A few more months and we’re on our way to 
some hot summer sun in Jamaica. This time 
we won’t have to deal with “The Cuz." Luv Ya! 
A.D.
M. C.
1 give you credit for trying.
Ybur Spectrum friend A.D.
A.C. and FA .
I know deep in my heart ttiat Graphic 
, . ^ g e  really loves us.- * i ■ - -.. ^ ^
Chris,
You’re very special to me. Let’s dp lunch' 
again sometime
Funda,
Violets are red. Roses are blue. I know this is 
odd, but what do you expect from a cold.
Pete
Alice,
So what’s the story behind the Vaseline?
Jack,
You’re still a collectors item, in my toy collec­
tion. Don’t let them vice-grips become too 
handy and still keep on trying for my luv-gel 
candy, Remember that a phone call doesn’t 
stop u from performing so you’ll never be 
boring!!
Love, Guess Who Cm
Moopsie,
Roses are red, violets are blue, Valentine’s 
Day wouldn't be the same without you.
Love, Me
Babycakes,
We go together like Peanut Butter and Jelly 
When I think about j^u , I get warm in my 
belly. We’re like Coke and Rum. A hotdog in 
a bun, and when we’re together, we always 
seem to have fun. Happ^ Valentine’s Day, 
Precious
Luby,
I can’t afford roses but you are First Lady 
material. Happy Valentine’s Day.
JEB
Teddy Bear,
The sparkle I see in your eyes when you look 
at me makes me feel warm inside. Let’s cud­
dle! Love,
Your little heater
Muffin,
How about a roll in the dough.
Me
Please don’t hurt me. I need my body parts. I 
love you Alice!! Fundie
FA .
Beyond all my expectations of love rests my 
passion and desire for our existance as one. 
Like the clouds and sky we will exist as an 
overall image from an enhanced eye. Just as a 
beautiful rainbow is created from the rain I 
shall shower your body with tender affection. 
Entangled as one like the wind through rb a re  
tree, I desire to continuously hold you tight 
for you are the breath I breathe and without 
you ! shall surely die.
Angel, l \ i  eres lo mejor que ha pasado per mi 
vida. Te quiero. Con todo mi alma. Buena 
suerta, Christina.
To John A.L.: Let’s make history together. 
Parlez-vous francais??
A classmate
To Funda: .
One Hot Babe. Be my Valentine!
Secret Admirer.
Dear Sara,
You speak to me in gmnts. But I think they’re 
tmly fine. So try to understand me, and be 
my Valentine.
Love, The Shocker
Dear Yferonica,
You don’t have anything that death won’t cure. 
Walter
To the Beta Babes:
JH api^  Valentine’s Di^. • 
rour pal. Spud
TO EVERYONE,
Remember you are lovable and capable and 
there is nothing you can not do!!! I am your 
biggest flin, all of you.
Love, Mike
Rudy,
Let’s make this Valentine’s Day a threesome. 
You, me and a bottle of Hershey’s syrup.
Love, C.C.
To Betty Crocker,
You’re smooth, moist and creamy. But when 
will you be “ready to spread?”
Love, Duncan Hiney
Michelle,
Well, together again at last! I would love to be 
friends again and maybe even go out 
sometime. Be my Valentine Miss Mareoux. 
Love, a shy secret admirer
Doc Green,
Love you more than sterile swabs can 
say. . .
The Lab Culture
Tony D,
You’re my only one forever!! I will always 
love you forever. Happy Valentine’s Day 
Sweetheart. Love, Anette
John Goncalves,
Happy Valentine’s Day Sweetheart!!! Will you 
be my Valentine???
A very secret admirer.
Rich,
I know we’ve had our ups and downs, but this 
time it feels right. I’m sure that everything is 
going to work for us. I love you.
P.S. Happy Birthday Sweetie!
She-Bop, I realize it’s much too late to ask 
for a date. So let’s fool around somewhere 
behind your favorite door. I’ll please you if 1 
can, but truthfully I don’t want to be your 
man. I want to be your lover so what to you 
say? Let’s get on our way.
From the Bop-er
Hey Bop-er,
you know that door, 1 don’t want it anymore. 
And you know that date, you better believe it’s 
too late. You never p lea s^  me. In feet, I 
thought you were sleazy so what do I say? I 
say no way Jose. Fve got a new lover and it’s 
your brother. He was more fun because he got 
the job done.
She-bop
To all the girls Fve loved before, what were 
your names? Please fill in  the blanks:
1____________2-----------------
3__________________ 4--------------------------
5__________________6.______________________
Maria,
I kniht siht si eht gninnigeb fo a lufrednow 
pihsdneirf (ebyam rehto sgniht)! dlucW uoy 
eb ym enitnelaV?—kcuhC ' r : ?
See page 2 
Newsbriefsi for 
details
Michael with the little red car with N.Y. 
license plate, my friend and I have lusted after 
you since freshman year. I really doubt there 
is nothing we wouldn’t do for you or let you 
do to us. We think you are too hot. Kisses and 
warm hugs.
Your secret admirers
Danielle,
Speedquarters? Hefferfcffer 64 oz.
water! Go Pioneers!
Brad V.G.
Pooter,
For two years today we have gone out, you’ve 
listened to me whine, scream and shout. And 
yet you’ve stuck to me like glue, and that’s 
why I love you.
Love, Butthead
To Joe “C”
I understand your femily is festidious—your 
father is fast and your mother is hideous. 
Peggy &'all the folks of the cafe.
Dear Smiley,
Happy Valentine’s Day! I LOVE YOU 
FOREVER 
Love, Princess
Dear Jerry,
Let’s just kiss and get it over with. Don’t 
worry, it hasn’t made any lasting impression 
on me! I still love you anyway. With love, a 
friend.
Sharon,
Not to be slighting friendship, but I can still 
hope for a deeper relationship? In the mean­
time, can Iliave my tie-clip back? I have to 
get dressed for work.
Awkwardly yours, M.
To th girl in the purple trench.
It’s getting late to make a date. Do you have 
no one? Roses come from everyone. Let’s go 
have ourselves some fun! Babe, we can dance, 
dance, dance! I see the way that you’re movin,’ 
you need a little romance! Go out with me. 
Give a man a chance!
Dave
King,
We’ve been fadin’ -  I ordered a truckload of 
corona. Back to the DM .
Jack
Charmin,
You really are squeezably soft. I hope there’s 
a lot more squeezing in the future. Thanks for 
the Eastern Trip.
Sincerely, Mr. Herman
Spectrum fish killer.
One fish, two fish, red fish, DEAD fish.
A friend
Fun, Friends? More? Less? Your call? 1 don’t 
know what you want, but I know what I want! 
(I wonder if it’s the same). I really hope we 
can talk, because we have a lot to sort out. 
Remember, I know where to get white roses. 
RJKJr
Pam,
Well here it is, take it or leave it. You didn’t 
think you’d get one did ya? Happy V-Day!! 
Rob
Lucy,
I don’t know where I would be if it wasn’t for 
you always showing me you cared when 
nobody else dares.
Love, Ron
To D: Take a look around—you might like 
what you see (and Fve been watching)
J
Dear Spectrum Staff:
This personal is to thank (cough cough) you 
for all your (cough, cough) support and 
(cough cough) help in creating this baby. So 
thanx-couldn’t do it without ya.
Alice “Shark” Chaves
H ^  Mister Twenty wonderful,
These are the Wonder Bread years. Enjoy 
them.
W. Burke,
Your sexy eyes distract me from other views 
around me but Fm not complaining!!
Love, Betty Boop
Howie,
Happy Valentine’s Day. I love you sweety.
Lx)ve, Terri
To Mr Fox, Friends!
Maybe more? 1 guess “Time” will tell. You 
know how I feel, you catch me staring every­
day. If “Maybe more” holds true, come find 
me.
Waiting anxiously, Kris 
To Courtn^,
A game of pool shows my love for you, for 
you are the hand that controls my cue. If 
you’re not there Fm likely to scratch. But with 
your love I can win any match.
Love J.L.G.
To Chris,
with the lovely red hair, your beauty i s ' 
without compare. You walk into class with 
such style and grace, you light up my day 
with just the look of your fece. Fll never have 
the nerve to say more than hi, but at least Fll 
give it a try.
Sincerely, Accrued interest for you
Dear Dawn,
It’s on a rocky road ahead, but as long as you 
and I are riding on a pair of new shock 
absorbers, it will be a smooth ride. Love you 
lots, Mike
Darlene,
Still crazy about you, you’re the best!!
Love, ^ u l
Trench,
When your auburn hair I do spy, it is with 
you I wish to lie. My love for you will never 
be quenched, until in your sweat I am dren­
ched. Come to me now, show me you care. 
Fll take you to the movies if you dare.
Dave, aka MM
Roberta,
I would really like to get to know you better. 
Fm kind of shy, but I really think that we 
would be perfect for each other. Hope you 
like this.
Love, Greg XX(X)
Fun, Achoo! Sniff Sniff. Barry Be.
Bike
Bike, Who are bou?
Steve—
Although we’ll be apart for Valentine’s Day 
you’re in my thoughts and my heart. I love 
you!!!
Trac^
ToG.B.
Good luck with all your endeavors. Happy 
Valentines Day 
Love, R.P.
Sharon,
“Yoooou, Got what I needed. .  r i  love you 
Happy Valentine’s Day!!!
Love always, Mike
Buddy—
g So nfityh gonna he buying dinner this-
semester?! Better start saving or else you’ll be 
getting the coal!!
Hugs and Kisses, Brat
Jay,
Wishing you a Happy N^lentine’s D ^  and 
Hapi^ Anniversary, also. Remember, together 
we are one and forever we are true. I love 
you!!
Sue
To every woman,
I thank you for always being there. You are 
incredibly stimulating and without you life 
wouldn’t be worth living. Please accept me. 
Humbly, A Man
Attention Ladies,
Us men are tired of having to make the first 
move. It’s not always obvious when there is a 
mutual attraction so some blatant clues would 
be appreciated. So, sit in our laps, rumple our 
hair, blow in our ears, ask us out, let’s get 
together and do something cheap and 
degrading. On behalf of men,
A Man (Yes, the same one)
Mr. BW,
Let me pump your iron. Happy Valentine’s 
Day,
Love, Ms. “R.”
Moopsie,
Words can not express how I feel about you. 
Let me show you! I love you. Be my Valen­
tine.
Love always, Ybur little rosebud 
Dear Valentines,
Give me the booty or this pirate is setting sail 
for a known island in search for treasure. 
From, Bill D.
Don
I love you and want you badly. Yours forever, 
Helen—Baby
To NEV,
You girls are a lot nicer than people give you 
credit for.
Love, Gamma
Sharon,
One day soon we will be together.. .More 
often that is.
John
Jim, Dave and Pete,
3 weeks till we heat up the night and bum in 
the sun.
Uiv, Care
Angela,
Here’s that missing Valentine you want! Don’t 
worry somebody was thinking of you.
To Linda & Anna,
I love you guys so much Fve decided to 
announce it Ha Ha. Well, it’s been great beini 
friends. Let’s go out and party dudes!
Love ya, Kris
Hairy Peruvian Ping Pong Pro looking for tali 
bulemic American girl with a mustache to go 
on cross-country roller skating expedition. 
Must have own rain-slicker.
Personals cont. pg. lo
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Welcome Gamma Om^a Delta
By Alice Chaves
Editor-in-Chief
Most students think that to join 
SHU’s Campus Ministry you must 
be a Catholic and that the only 
conversations you will have 
must be of God and religion.
Nothing could be further from 
the truth, states Darlene Mendler, 
current president of the Campus 
Ministry Club. According to 
Mendler, “you don’t have to be 
thinking about becoming a priest, 
nun, or rabbi to come into the 
office.”
The club recently underwent a 
restructuring and a name change. 
Their new name is Gamma 
Omega Delta. Mendler is quick to 
stress that it is a non-Greek, 
independent organization, but its 
affiliation to Campus Ministry 
remains the same.
“Basically, our ideals and mis­
sions are the same. The name 
change is to attract students who 
otherwise would run away because 
of the name ‘Campus Ministry’,” 
stated Mendler.
Campus Ministry was created 
the day SHU’s doors opened in 
1963. Although the actual club was 
only formed in the fall of 1989 
with six members, today, the club 
boasts a total of 25 members. 
M endler stated, “Again, the 
change of names, from Campus 
Ministry Club to Gamma Omega 
Delta really helped, Students are . 
scared of the word miivistry.”
She adds, “Friends brought 
friends. It’s all been word of 
mouth.”
By becoming an “officially 
recognized” organization on 
campus. Delta is in the process of 
creating a charter/constitution, but 
has already elected officers. Out­
side of Mendler, they are Lisa 
Pavia, vice-president; Carol ' 
Smith, secretary; and Dave Wahn- 
quist, treasurer.
What exactly does the club do?
Delta, as Mendler stated, is 
deeply involved in helping 
others—especially children.
Last semester. Delta decided to 
help make Christmas special for 
12 boys at Boy’s Village in 
Milford, Conn, who were without 
relatives during the holidays. The 
Village is an orphanage where 
boys between the ages of 8 to 15 
are taken from abusive homes.
Campus Ministry sent letters 
throughout the SHU community 
and received $400 in donations
Other fundraisers have included 
sending medicine to refugee 
camps in South America through 
donations by the SHU community 
and other outside organizations. 
They created “The Day of Fast” 
where a booth is set up in front of 
the cafeteria and students are
and
cents for every label will go 
towards the families of the ter­
minally ill children.
On March 3, Delta will be 
visiting the Covenant House in
and six caHoads ofc3Wli5S','fST!tSf*^skdd ft»-^onate the .^HMney4iMii^ waaaMjifeifcaaty  tofa^
for a preview, Mendler chuckled 
and said, “In a funny way, we’re
and toys. Old basketball uniforms 
and baseball sweatshirts were 
donated by the Sacred Heart 
Athletic Department, and socks, 
underwear, and even McDonald 
gift certificates were donated.
“Their tree was bare when we 
arrived with the gifts,” said 
Mendler. “We made paper chains 
for the tree, and when they cashed 
in their McDonald’s gift cer­
tificates, they received ornaments 
to add to the tree.”
The focus on children by the 
club is, as M endler states, 
“necessary because they’re our 
future and leaders of tomorrow.”
would otherwise spend on lunch 
that day. Also there are fundraisers 
held to help victims of natural 
disasters in various parts of the 
world, for the care of orphans, and 
the homeless.
Spring Plans
Plans for this semester’s fun­
draisers and events are underway. 
Starting March 1, there will be a 
drive for the Ronald McDonald 
House in New Haven, Conn. 
Members will collect UPC labels 
from Scott Paper Products. Five
fu tu re  fu n d ra is e rs  fo r  the  
homeless and runaway children 
under the age of 21. Then, on 
March 30, the club will be visiting 
Yale New Haven Hospital, where 
they will hold an Easter egg hunt 
for cancer patients.
On April 1, Delta will be par­
ticipating in the “March for Multi­
ple Sclerosis” at Beardsley Park in 
Bridgeport.
April 22nd is the date set for 
“Earth Day.” The club hopes to 
make the SHU community aware 
of the environmental issues facing 
the world through pamphlets and 
workshops.
Finally, on May 5, Delta will be 
returning to Boy’s Village and 
sponsoring a field trip that will 
include a picnic and games like 
softball and volleyball.
Delta is currently working on 
their skit for Skit Night, coming 
up April 6th. When we asked her
ifeswi going to tell SHU what we are
Campus ministry club at the Leadership Conference in Denver, Colorado (photo left) with students from across the country at the 
annual retreat to Endlers Island in December 1989 (photo right).
all about.”
With all the work that is put into 
helping others, tne members of 
Delta also find time to get away.
For the past three years, the 
Campus Ministry has gone to the 
annual National Catholic Student 
Coalition Conference. Last year’s 
was held in Denver, Colorado. 
Over 110 universities attended the 
leadership conference held in 
December. There, they attended 
seminars on self-help, substance 
abuse, inner-city schools, and 
helping the homeless. They also 
have the opportunity to share ideas 
and experiences with other 
students involved in the ministries 
of their schools. Not to be 
excluded were the banquets, lun­
cheons, and workshops that were 
held for the visitors.
“It was probably the best thing 
that happened to me,” states 
Mendler, “because you find out 
how different people really are, 
but the goals trying to be reached 
are the same. ”
How can you get involved?
Gamma Omega Delta’s office is 
located in the Campus Ministry, 
Room 115 in the North Wing in the 
Academic Building. Call 371-7840 
for meeting schedules.
“All that is required is that you 
care enough to be willing to help 
those in need and want to meet 
interesting people,” Mendler 
responds.
“It’s a place where people feel 
welcome and accepted, regardless 
of age, religion, or culture. It’s 
where a cup of coffee is shared as 
freely as good conversation. It’s a 
place where you can go and just be 
yourself. Campus Ministry, along 
with Gamma Omega Delta, is 
about people who care and who 
are interested in each other and 
who make a difference.”
;5& . '
cNTERTAINMENT
>-: Sr- Tamburitzaiis to Perform on SHU Stage
The internationally renowned 
Tamburitzans of Duquesne 
University, now in their 53rd 
season, will present a program of 
East and Southeastern European 
folk dance, music and song, Sun­
day, Feb. 18 in the Sacred Heart 
University Theatre. The perfor­
mance will begin at 3 p.m.
The group’s appearance is being 
sponsored by the Ethnic Studies 
Center of SHU.
^Each year 
(they) present 
an entirely 
new concept 
portraying the 
culture of Eastern 
European people/
Dr. John Mahar, vice-president 
of the National Confederation of 
Ethnic Groups and coordinator of 
the event, met the group at a con­
ference m'Wastiit\gtoi\,D.C. in late 
iahar,' “A t th a t time 
there was a year and a half wait.” 
Since then the group has been 
coming to Sacred Heart every 
year.
Each year the Tbrnburitzans pre­
sent an entirely new concept por­
traying the culture of the Eastern 
European peoples. They have per­
formed throughout the U.S. and 
Canada, and in such distant vistas 
as the Soviet Union, South 
America and Euro]^. Their name 
is derived from the musical instru­
ment they play—the “tamburitzo,” 
which is similar to the guitar in 
shape and the mandolin in sound.
This outstanding group of 40 
entertainers is comprised of full­
time students at Duquesne, chosen 
on the basis of accademic achieve­
ment and proficiency as singers, 
dancers and instrumentalists. 
Each receives a full scholarshii 
for participating in the troupe.
In hundreds of colorfol and 
authentic costumes, the students 
perform with brilliance, forming 
akaleidoscopg impression of the 
most fascinating and romantic 
parts of the Balkans and neighbor­
ing countries. Dances, rituals, 
songs, folklore—all unfold in an 
array of color and high-speed 
precision.
General admission tickets are
See 
them 
appear 
Sun. Feb. 18th 
in the SHU 
Theatre at 3 p.m.
$10, while students and senior 
citizens will be admitted for $8. 
All seats are reserved. For more 
information, call the theatre box 
office at 374-2777.
Michael Moore: A Man with a Mission
By Chris Conway
A & E  miter
Did you ever feel so strong 
about something that you just fek 
that you had to do something to 
show other people just how you 
felt? Well, Independent Documen­
tary Film male Michael Moore 
has recently taken the film world 
by storm with his very moving 
documentary Roger and Me.
Moore, a life time citizen of 
Flint, Michigan was inspired to 
make Roger and Me when Roger 
Smith the chairman of the Board 
of General Motors decided to 
close eleven automobile produc­
tion plants in Flint and move them 
to Mexico. The lay off resulted in 
more than 35 thousand job losses.
The film is very reminiscent of 
a David Letterman “Man of the 
Street Segment.” The film has 
three main focuses which are all 
tied together very systematically.
The first deals with Moore’s 
almost endless quest to interview 
Roger Smith and bring him back 
to Flint to see the devastation the 
plant closings caused.
The second is to have prominent 
people related to the state of 
Michigan to comment on the 
events which took place in Flint. 
Most of these people tend to know 
little about what has happened and
they just are not interested. Some 
of these people include Pat Boone, 
Anita Bryant and the Newlywed 
Game host Bob Ubanks.
The third and most powerful 
segments of the film are the ones 
which show the devastation the 
lay-offs have caused the city of 
Flint. The scenes are of shops 
closing and people being evicted 
on a minutes notice from their 
homes. One person was even 
evicted on Christmas Eve.
Michael Moore sold most of his 
worldly possessions and spent the 
better half of three years making 
this film. Moore also takes a route 
which most documentary film 
makers do not go. He went to a 
major studio to release the film. 
Warner Bros, spent a reported 
3-million dollars to distribute the 
film.
Thus far the film has only 
received bad reviews, all of which 
the General Motor Corporation 
have been circulating through the 
country.
Although not very objective, 
this film does serve its purpose 
which is to document the event 
which occurred in Flint, 
Michigan.
■^ \ ife '
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The Bad Place 
is a Good Place
February 15, 1990-
By Joann R. Mariani 
A & E  Writer
Dean R. Koontz has done it 
again—created another thriller 
that is bound for the bestseller list. 
It is like a roller coaster ride; the 
hills are steep and the drops are 
fast and in between you try to catch 
your breath. It isn’t easy, because 
as soon as one mystery clears up, 
another develops.
As the story begins, Frank 
Pollard has been having nighttime 
disturbances—he has fugue states 
in which he can’t remember where 
he is and what he is doing, and 
when he regains consciousness he 
is surrounded by money he has 
never seen before. He contacts 
husband and wife investigating 
team Bobby and Julie Dakota to 
watch him and find out where he 
goes when he is asleep. They find 
out that he just goes, into thin air.
pirism. The Dakotas are caught up 
in danger along with Frank. The 
only person who knows they are in 
danger is Julie’s brother Thomas. 
Although Thomas is institu­
tionalized with Down’s Syndrome, 
he has clairvoyant skills and has 
met up with Candy, who he calls 
“the Bad Thing”. ..
That is just the bare bones of the 
plot, and it sounds ridiculous. But 
the plot is too intricate to describe 
in detail, and it is the details that 
Koontz uses that make the story 
com pletely plausible. His 
characters are full-bodied people; 
even characters who only are men­
tioned in a few pages get complete 
names, physical descriptions, and 
backgrounds. The dialogue is fast- 
paced and entertaining—Koontz 
has an excellent humorous touc!
*Koontz has a 
sense of humor and 
a more optimistic viewpoint 
no matter how gloulish he gets*
The Dakotas are used to white- 
collar criminals and computer 
people. It turns out that Frank is 
the most normal member of his 
family; his sisters have a perverted 
sexual relationship and com­
municates with small animals and 
his hulking brute of a brother 
ironically nicknamed “Candy” 
has a taste for murder and vam-
and the repartee about the book. In 
fact, I think the reason I like 
Koontz more than Stephen King or 
John Saul is that Koontz has a 
sense of humor and a more 
optimistic viewpoint, no matter 
how ghoulish he gets. Speaking of 
that. . .  I was personally disturbed 
by the explicit description of can­
nibalism and vampirism, and I’m
not terribly squeamish. Let the 
faint of heart take note.
Actually, this isn’t one of 
Koontz’s best stories; but what is 
not Koontz’s best is still very, very 
good, and miles above most of 
whatever passes as horror fiction 
these days. Although, it isn’t hor­
ror in the purest sense of the word. 
It won’t have you checking the
closets or sleeping with the light intrigue, and sometimes repulse 
on. It is an odd mix of horror, you. Don’t wait for this one to 
science fiction, fantasy, mystery, come out in paperback-your 
and romance that will entertain, $18.95 will be well-spent.
Adult Children Of 
Alcoholics 
Support Group
ril swing 
By my ankles,
She'll cling 
To your knees 
As you bang 
By your nose 
From a high-up 
Trapeze.
But just one thing, please.
As we float through the breeze— 
Don't sneeze.
W ednesday 6:00 p.m.-7:00 p,m.
in
University Counseiing 
Center
begins 
Feb. 7,1990
art supplies 
68 POST ROAD EAST • PHONE 226 0716
r-
t
• I F ,  The Biology Club 
J v *  meeting and
luncheon at 11:00 a.m. in 
Nlll. All are welcome to 
attend.
•  The Media Department 
will present “Chinatown” 
starring Jack Nicholson and 
Faye Dunaw^ in Cinema­
scope at 5:00 p.m. in the 
M edia Studies Round 
Room.
•  “Transportation Issues in 
Southwestern Connecticut” 
lecture and discussion J. 
William Bums, State Com­
missioner of Transportation 
will be held in the Campus 
Center Community Room at 
11:00 a.m. This lecture is 
sponsored by SHU’s Center 
for Policy Issues.
•  The SHU Center for 
Women will present an 
“Assertiveness Training for 
Women” lecture and 
workshop in the Faculty 
Lounge from 7:00 p.m. to 
9:00 p.m. Admission is 
free.
•  Jostens rings represen­
tative will be available in the 
cafeteria.
• An AIDS workshop called 
“Students, Sex & Health for 
the ’90s” will be held in 
Chubby’s Lounge at 11:00 
a.m. All welcome.
16: Valentine’s Semi-F* mal at the Ramada 
Inn in Stratford from 8:00 
p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Tickets 
can be purchased in the 
Students Activities Office.
17;,  SHU Homecoming • will feature Women’s
Basketball at 5:00p.m. and 
the Men’s Basketball team at 
7:00 p.m. Both teams will 
play against New Hamp­
shire College. Admission is 
$10. A post-game reception 
will follow in the Hawley 
Lounge.
• SHU Historical Simula­
tion Society is hosting a 
tournament in the cafeteria 
from 12:00 p.m. to mid­
night. All are encouragedto 
attend this all day event. For 
further information, contact 
the Student Activities Of­
fice. 371-7969.
K,  A program of folk * dance, music, and 
song ly  the Tamburitzans of 
Duquesne University will 
be held in the SHU Theatre 
at 3:00 p.m. Admission is 
$10 and $8 for students and 
seniors. For tickets, contact 
the SHU box office at 
374-2777.
19
day.
,  University closed for 
• Washington’s Birth-
19-March 16: Career S e r ­
vices will be taking applica­
tions for summer intern­
ships. For more, call 
371-7975.
E
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Kevin P.
You’re very special to me. The past two 
months have been some of the special times of 
my life. I wanted you to know how I feel and 
if anything is bothering you we can work it 
out together.
Love, Yvette
John S.
When I’m with you, my problems disappear. 
You make me feel so special, so loved. Why 
me? *
I love you, A.R.
Babe,
Thank you for making me so very happy. I’m 
looking forward to this summer and to our 
life ahead-together forever. I love you more 
than anything.
Your little sunshine
To my honey—
I love you more than anything. You are^ 
everything I’ve ever dreamed of. Can I have 
the 2 movie passes now?
To Funda.
You hot babe, you!
Have the best Valentines Day or else I’ll beat 
you with the funky thing again!
The Shocker
My Honey Maurice,
"^ Be forever my Valentine & I’ll be forever 
yours. All of my love always.
Tricia X
Jody,
Katina
It’s a beautiful thing. 
C.K.
Fve had a crush on you since you came here. 
Dump your man. I’ll take all my money and 
we’ll travel till the money runs out. HOW’S 
STAMFORD SOUND???
Matman
Lenny,
Three years have passed and my love for you 
grows stronger each day. To my friend, confr 
dant and lover. Happy Valentine’s Day! My 
heart is yours,
Margie
Funda,
Jody means nothing to me, marry me, please! 
Okay then, how about dinner at the Chart 
House?
Matman
Moi, I think I love you. Either that or it’s just 
heartburn!
Jay
Chrissy D.
I only wrote those two to make you jealous! 
Please, let’s go out and party! You’re the only 
one on my mind!
Matman
Personals cont. from Pg. 6
Hey Goldilocks,
Remember D.C., P R ., Betty Boop, 
racing, drinking, boots, knocking, tune-up. 
New York, Paladium, Casiopia, parents away, 
LUNCH, GOLD, DRUNK, BEACH, CLUB 
MUSIC & Karate!
From “the best”
Funda,
Thoughts abroad and not nearby 
The fascination I know not why.
The time we spend between each class 
Measures great and thou not pass.
Honesty and Innocence are two which prevail 
Overshadowed by that which time will unveil. 
Zeus
Dear M. Hon,
Even though it’s said to leave the past behind I 
never knew that night that you’d blow my 
mind. You said things weren’t the way the 
were from the very start which gave me the 
right to think I’d be next in your heart. You 
called me from everywhere every single 
night. But it takes two not three to make a 
thing go right. You said you can’t wait to get 
out of that relationship. I guess so we can 
become lovers and increase our friendship.
You said you hope you don’t lose me and how 
you miss me so. But you also said you’re not 
cheating on your girlfriend. Your nose is 
growing Pinnocio!
Alice,
Slow down you crazy child, and take the 
phone off the hook, and disappear for a 
while. It’s all right. You can afford to lose a 
day or two. When will you realize, Vienna 
waits for you.
T.K.
DENISE, HOW COME YOU NEVER CALL 
ME ANYMORE?????
Matman
Mike,
Happy Valentine Day and Happy Birdiday to 
the love of my life! I’m so happy we’ve got 
each other, you’re the best thing that ever hap­
pened to me. I love you,
Sharon
Dear Debbie Gibson,
I love what you've done for Rock and Roll, Be 
Mine, I want you. Do me. 1 love you!!!
Love, Mike.
PS. Sometimes at night I like to fantasise that 
I am you.
To Butch the big swede I want to hang out 
with you.
Love, Apple Juice
To Claudia & Gloria,
You guys are real good friends of mine and 
I’ve decided to tell the whole school! Happy 
Valentine’s Day and lots-a-luck and happiness 
with Joe and Mike.
Love ya Cyndi
L.S.G.
My dream has come true. You are back in my 
life again -th is time to s t^!! Please make the 
final step soon, so we’ll be together forever. 
Love always, Kevin
Dear Diane R,
I just wanted to tell you how sexy I think you 
are. Maybe someday soon we can hook up 
and do the wild thing.
Love, K.G.
Eugina,
How *bout it? We better get RePete to dance 
Friday nite. Call me for some real fun. 
Eugina.
A / ^
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ATHLETE TD WHICH 
HEN'S VOLLEYBAU
WEECHAJIIB
YEAR: FresAman 
MAJOR: Computer Science 
HIGH SCHOOL: Bulamand, Lebanon 
GOALS: To be successful in life
Mike is seen by coach Joe McGuigan as a growing asset to the volleyball 
team. Mike has had a lengthy absence from volleyball, but McGuigan feels 
with practice Mike will reach the high level he used to play while living in 
Lebanon. In his two games, Mike has played extremely well and is beginn­
ing to work well with his teammates. According to Coach McGuigan “Mike 
has the capability of being one of the future stars of the volleyball team.”
W anted
S\vjclen\s to  join Vhe 1990 s t u d e n t  t r a v e l  s e r v ­
ices' sales team. Earn cash  and/or FREE 
spring break travel marketing spring break 
p a ck a g es to Ja m a ica , C a n c u n , A c a p u lco , a n d  
D a y to n a  B each.
For m o r e  in fo r m a tio n  c a ii  
1 - 800- 648-4849
FOR
TH O U iail
A Part Time Job Vlith Management Potential
Many executives at The Food Emporium began their career 
with us as students working part time in our stores. They can 
tell you that practical experience is one of the best courses 
you can take to enhance your education. We can teach you 
skills which you can apply to a future in business manage­
ment while earning extra money. We currently have the fol­
lowing opportunities available:
• Bookkeepers * Cashiers
• Service Clerks * Bakery Clerks
• Produce Clerks * Deli Clerks
• Floral Designers •  Grocery Stock
You'll be rewarded w ith an excellent salary, good benefits, 
training and the opportunity to move into management. The 
only prerequisite is that you call or stop by after class.
280  Elm Street /  160 W. Putnam Ave.
New Canaan, CT Greenwich, CT
(203) 966 -7 8 1 8 /9 1 2 8  (203) 622-9656
Doris Dallas, Mgr. Mr. Mac, Mgr.
(I blk from train) (presently an A&P)
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Merits Spikers Struggle
Communication is the problem
By Andy Madison
Sports Editor
The Sacred H eart men’s 
volleyball team dropped their fifth 
straight contest, losing to Lehman 
college 9-15, 10-15, 15-10, 11-J5 
Monday night in the Bronx, N.Y.
“We’re competitive,” remarks 
coach Joe McGuigan. Hunter and 
Queens College had very good 
teams. Concordia plays at a level 
above us at this time. The contest 
against Hunter was our best of the
year. Dave Wahnquist had a good 
game and Craig Ulmer had his 
best setting game of the year.” 
The contests with Hunter Col­
lege and Baruch College last 
Thursday was a tale of two mat­
ches: Against Hunter, the Pioneers 
p l^ed  well, but lost consecutive 
15-9 miatches. The Baruch match 
found a drained and frustrated 
Pioneer team ^ose the second
game 15-5 after a tough first game. 
A week ago Thesday, the Pioneers 
traveled to Queens College and 
lost 7-15, 11-15, 7-15.
“When we fell behind in a 
match, we don’t seem to be able to 
absorb it,” adds McGuigan. “We 
dig holes for ourselves that we 
can’t get out of. We have a fine 
team, the kids are great and we do 
have talent. Communication is the 
problem. Lack of it is causing us 
to give up easy points and further 
damage communication.”
Split cont. from I^. 12 -------- :
tied the score at 15-15 at 11:50, and 
the Pioneers did not see the lead 
again. They did close to within 
27-25 with 1 minutes remaining in 
the first half on a basket by Sean 
Williams, but the Chiefs stretched
+
their lead to 48-39 at the halftime 
mark.
The Pioneers came out strong in 
the second half to narrow the score 
to 50-46 at the 17:30 mark. The 
Chiefe once again increased their
WE NEED SOME HEW 
BIOOD IN THIS TOWN 
DORINGTHEHOHDAYS.
Give a special gift; a blood donation.
American Red Cross
lead to 63-55 on a three-point field 
goal by Brian Parath with 13:25 
left. A basket by Sean Williams 
brought the Pioneers to within 
63-61, but that was as close as they 
would get for the rest of the game.
+
mmmiD'S fun spot
• B eer an d  Shot Specials
• Slush Mochines
• Food Biiffel • 7 doys o w eek
• BFIernoon Dinner Speciols
• 50< D rofis on M endoys
• Video Jukebox
TYPiNG SERYiCE
Fast, accurate, reliable. 
Rush jobs. P.U. & Del.
336-9998
FOR
kSAL
IlSvlfYOR^^
LONDON
BERLIN
BRUSSELS
VIENNA
TOKYO
CARACAS
RIO
Taxes not included.Restrictions 
apply .One ways available. 
VVork/Stud abroadprograms.Infl 
Student ID'.EURAIL PASSES 
ISSUED ON THE SPOTI
FREE S tu d e n t  Travel 
C atalog
^ncil Travel
yale Co-op East,77 Broadway
New Haven.Ct 06520
203  - 56^ - 5335
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Sacred Heart University Sports i f . PIONEERS
Scoreboard
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
2/10/90 1 2 P
SHU 31 47 78
Lowell 52 49 101
D. Nicholls 26 pts., K, Bell 7 reb.
2/7/90
Southern 39 44 83
SHU 30 30 60
D. Nicholls 23 pts., 13 reb.-
MEbPS BASKETBALL 
2/10/90
2/3/90 1 2 F
SHU (12-10) 39 50 89
Lowell 48 46 94
S. Williams 22 pts. 12 reb. 7 assists
2/7/90
Southern 28 48 76
SHU 32 50 82
D. Robinson 26 pts. 51 in 2
contests vs. SCSU
Schedule
MEN’S BASKETBALL
2/17 SHU vs. New Hampshire 
College, 7:00 p.m ., Home 
(SHU)
2/21 SHU vs. Franklin Pierce 
College, 8:00 p.m., Home 
(SHU)
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 
2/17 SHU vs. New Hampshire 
College, 5:00 p.m .. Home, 
CT (SHU)
2/21 SHU vs. Franklin Pierce 
College, 6:00 p.m .. Home 
(SHU)
MEN’S VOLLEYBALL
2/15 SHU vs. University of 
Bridgeport, 7:00 p.m., Home 
(SHU)
2/15 SHU vs. New Paltz, 
Time TBA, Home (SHU) 
2/19 SHU vs. Baruch College, 
7:00 p.m.. Home (SHU)
2/21 SHU vs. New Paltz, 6:00 
p.m.. New Paltz, N.Y.
2/21 SHU vs. Vassar College, 
Time TBA, New Palatz, N.Y.
SportsBrieis
Intramural Bowling
Coaches vs. Delta Force 
Pinheads vs. Rolling Thunder 
3:30 Nutmeg Lanes, Fairfield, 
Ct
Men’s baseball practice 
began 1/27. The Southern 
swing of 10 games in 9 days 
begins 3/10. Baseball previews 
to apptear in Spectrum on 3/1.
Women’s Softball practice 
began on 1/22. The Lady 
Pioneers embark on a 9 day 10 
game swing beginning on 
3/11. Softball preview to ap­
pear in Spectrum on 3/1.
Coach G. recommends 
gathering people together now 
for intramural softball, which 
will begin right after spring 
break.
SpUt Leaves Pioneers Dazed
By Amy Madison 
Sports water
The Pioneers had a chance for 
yet another overtime after two free 
throws by Sean Williams brought 
the score to 92-89 with three 
seconds left. However, Lowell’s 
Howard Holley was immediately 
fouled by Todd Williams and was 
able to make both shots to secure 
the win.
Sean Williams led SHU with 12 
rebounds and 7 assists, while 
Lowell’s Dave Barry grabbed 8 
boards for the Chiefs. Milton Pett­
way fouled out of the game at 1:32, 
and Todd Williams did the same 
with two seconds remaining.
The Pioneers were coming off 
an 82-76 win over Southern Con­
necticut last Wednesday at the 
SHU Box. Darrin Robinson led 
Sacred Heart with 26 points, 
followed by Todd Williams with 
13, Kevin Phillips with 12, and 
Sean Williams with 10.
Coach Dave Bike was pleased 
with Rob Dubose’s defense of 
Southern’s Rich Radicioni. 
“Dubose did a good job on Radi­
cioni. He made some good picks 
and played some decent defense,” 
said Bike.
Phil Howard made an 
impressive appearance in crunch 
time, nailing three key jumpers to 
close the iid on the victory.
Jim Rourke led the Owls with a 
game-high 28 points on 11-15 
shooting.
ft was noted in the local papers
that Coach Bike was upset with 
certain player^, attitudes about 
playing time. Bike stated, “We 
have to get out of the talk of 
individuals. This is a team game. 
The job of the individuals is to 
make the score to our liking.”
When asked how the Pioneers 
would finish the season, Todd 
Williams responded, “I really 
think we can win all these games. 
We’ve just got to learn how to win 
the close ones. We have to win 
these four games. The only way 
we can make the NCAA’s is if we 
win the tournament, but we have 
to start building up our confidence 
by winning as many or all of our 
next four games.”
Despite 26 points by Todd 
Williams, 22 by Sean Williams, 
and 21 by Darrin Robinson, the 
Pioneers had a two-game winning 
streak snapped with a 94-89 
NECC Conference loss to Lowell 
last Saturday. Howard Holley led 
the Chiefs with 24 points, followed 
by Brian Parath with 21.
The loss brought the Pioneers to 
12-10 overall and 4-6 in the league 
prior to last night’s contest against 
the University of New Haven. 
Lowell upped its record to 11-12 
and 5-5.
Sacred Heart took an early 5-0 
lead and increased it to 13-8 with 
B :45 to go in the first half. Lowell
Split cont. Pg. U
With 15 seconds remaining, Milt Pettway (32) attempts to rush an 
Owl defender into throwing an errant pass. Pioneers win 82- 76.
Lady Pioneers 
Continue Slide
R ecord fa lls to  3-17
By Rick Ferris
Sports Writer
Elaine ^ o s t i  _ drives to the basket scoring a layup against 
University of New Haven Saturday on the SHU Box.
The Sacred Heart Women’s 
Basketball teams record fell to 3-17 
and 0-10 in the league on Saturday 
as they were defeated by the 
University of Lowell in Lx)well 
Massachusetts by a score of 101-78.
Junior Diane Nicholls led 
the visitors with 26 points. 
Freshman guard Kim Filia added 
15 points, Tisha Johnson had 12 
points while Elaine Agosti had 11 
points. The game was decided in 
the first half as Lowell jumped out 
to a 52-31 halftime lead. Freshman 
Karen Bell had 7 rebounds for 
Sacted Heart and Johnson led with 
6 assists. The Lady Hoopsters did 
shoot well from the field (30-63) 
and from the free throw line (B-14) 
but the 29 turnovers were too 
much to overcome.
Last Wednesday, the Lady 
Pioneers took on NECC opponent 
Southern CT at the SHU box. 
Southern CT won the contest 
83-60. Nicholls led all scorers
with 23 points, and led both teams 
with 13 rebounds. Filia was also 
impressive with 21 points for the 
hosts. Agosti added 9 rebounds 
and had 2 assists. Johnson led both 
squads with 6 assists. Bell also 
added 9 rebounds while 
sophomore Jennifer Dankulich 
came off the bench and had 6 
rebounds.
SHU Points: After this past 
Saturday’s game, the Lady 
Pioneers have four regular season 
games remaining before the 
NECC playoffe begin and Diane 
Nicholls still has an outside 
chance of surpassing Kelley Gray’s 
all time scoring record of 1,193 
points in her SHU career this 
season. Sacred Heart hosts New 
Hampshire College Saturday night 
at 5 p.m. at the SHU Box and host 
Franklin Pierce next Wednesday 
night, also in the SHU Box at 6 
p.m. So come early and cheer on 
the team!
